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Even the deadliest dragon warrior has a weakness ... his answers to the name Evangeline.Even the deadliest dragon warrior has a weakness ... his answers to the name Evangeline.

Liam suffered the loss of his mate once before, but with forbidden magic, Evie has returned to him. His reputation as

"The Reaper" is one he earned ... one kill at a time.

So, if there's any warning his enemies should heed, it's that he'll stop at nothing to keep history from repeating itself;

will stop at nothing to protect her.

Evie senses the walls rapidly closing in as her role in the revolution becomes clear--a movement in which the

supernatural order has begun to shift. All who stand for the cause have made sacrifices, including Evie who's faced

several hard truths. The hardest lesson being one that brought loyalty into question--a single, careless act at the

hands of someone she trusted.

Someone who nearly cost her everything.

Nick never wanted any of this. As he struggles to understand the nature of his dual identities, he's haunted by the

pain and destruction he's caused as his dark side gains strength. Escaping his cell and running was the only option,

but that doesn't mean he'll escape the repercussions.

No one's out of the woods yet. The line between enemies and allies blurs for the Seaton Falls clan amidst rising
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tension, rumors of a traitor among them ... and the arrival of an uninvited guest.

***Grab your copy of HEART OF THE DRAGON today!***

The Lost Royals Saga is an upper YA/NA crossover. This is a tale of long-forgotten royalty and a fated love too

powerful for time to erase. It's the ideal paranormal romance for fans of urban fantasy and star-crossed love.

This book is for anyone who loves:

* Shifter Romance (Dragons and Werewolves/lycans)

* Teen and Young Adult Paranormal Romance

* New Adult Paranormal Romance

* Magical Powers and Supernatural Creatures

* Alternative Reality and Alternative History

* Tales of forbidden love

* Fiction involving lost princesses and fallen or ruined kingdoms

This is BOOK THREE in the Lost Royals saga.
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